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EdItorIal

Welcome to the fourth general edition of the indigenous law bulletin 
(‘Ilb’) for 2012. In this edition, michelle deshong examines the current 
void in aboriginal women’s formal representation at the australian 
federal parliamentary level. by examining institutional constructs michelle 
identifies some of the enablers and challenges facing aboriginal women 
and their aspiration to have a seat at the top. 

In a family affair, blaze and ambelin kwaymullina and their mother Sally 
morgan provide a critical analysis of some of the proposals to come out 
of the Western australian government’s review of the Aboriginal Heritage 
Act 1972 (Wa). they argue that while improvements to the act are long 
overdue, the changes seem likely to weaken the current legislation.

megan davis provides comment on the claim that constitutional 
recognition of aboriginal and torres Strait Islander peoples in the 
Constitution would negate aboriginal claims to sovereignty. In the context 
of the growing momentum for a referendum on this issue, megan asserts 
that constitutional recognition does not foreclose on aboriginal sovereignty.

We speak with robynne Quiggin—lawyer, academic and currently the 
Senior manager of the australian Securities Investments Commission’s 
Indigenous Outreach program. In an engaging interview robynne tells us 
about what motivated her to become a lawyer, her experiences in the law 
and the work she is currently doing at the Commission.

lorana bartels considers the issue of Indigenous women and violence. 
both the violence they perpetrate and the violence they experience, 
the nexus between offending and victimisation and current and future 
responses to this violence and victimisation.

Stuart le marseny addresses the implications of an accumulating body of 
evidence indicating that the family responsibilities Commission (‘frC’), 
which has been operating in the Indigenous community of aurukun in 
Cape york Queensland since mid 2008, has been accepted as a legitimate 
form of authority by community members and has laid the foundation for 
social change. 

finally, tim rowse reviews the book the lone Protestor: A M Fernando 
in Australia and europe by author fiona paisley. the lone Protestor is the 
captivating biography of anthony martin fernando, an aboriginal man 
born in Sydney in 1864 who lived 40 years of his life overseas—working, 
travelling and advocating for aboriginal rights.

Our thanks go to our current student editors, Jacqueline fetchet, Jim 
Zovaro and nichole Soo, for their invaluable contribution to this edition 
of the Ilb.

Robert McCreery
editor

seeKIng ContrIbutors
 
Would you like to submit an article to the 
Indigenous law bulletin? 
 
If you are a student, practitioner, part of a 
community organisation, or are simply concerned 
about issues affecting Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people, the ILB wants to hear from 
you!  We welcome contributions from Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous authors, on a wide range 
of topics.  For more information, please visit our 
website at www.ilc.unsw.edu.au, or contact the 
Editor at ilb@unsw.edu.au.

Aboriginal and torres Strait islanders are advised that this publication may 
contain images of deceased persons.


